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Ubits (March/April 2019)

Creative Challenge
- Create a unique visual to lead readers into the cover story 
about relaunching MyTPU.org.

Solution
- Translated an animated peel effect from digital newspaper 
ads to print as a visual teaser that leads readers into the story 
text.
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Energy 
Conservation 

Rebate Postcard
Creative Challenges
- Promote a limited-time rebate offer using 
direct mail.

- Overcome a short turn around time to 
message, create, print, and mail the offer in 
time for customers to take advantage of it.

- Entice readers to open the card. 3



Solutions

- “Window of Opportunity” tag line served as a teaser (without 
revealing the offer up front) to elicit curiosity. 

- A die cut on the front created curiosity by asking customers to 
open the window to reveal the offer inside.

- Once inside, the card featured other benefits and access 
participating contractors.
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Water Quality Report

Creative Challenges
- Align the look and feel with the 
utility’s strategic objectives 
materials.

- Introduce Water’s newly updated 
brand color palette.

- An additional layer of editorial 
review process.
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Solutions
- Design elements from 
other strategic objective 
materials creates 
cohesiveness and the TPU 
teal thread aligns with our 
parent utility brand.

- New spot colors visually 
call out headlines and 
subheads; TPU teal thread 
aligns the publication also 
with parent brand.

- Additional review creates 
well-written, error-free 
copy.



- Help the TPU 
Sustainability Action Team 
put a stamp of approval on 
sustainable actions 
endorsed by the utility in 
the workplace.

- Support internal 
sustainable messages.

- Work in concert with the 
TPU logo as an internal  
sub-brand mark. 

- Provide guidelines to 
direct correct logo use.
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Creative Challenges

Sustainability 
Logo



Solutions

- Breaks the word “sustainability” apart using 
color, to highlight and empower employees’ 
“ability” to “sustain” sustainable actions.

- Encases the TPU ‘T’ in a box like its endorser 
logo maintaining brand alignment.

- Creates motion using slightly translucent brand 
colors around the ‘T’ encouraging action through 
motion.
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Use guidelines



U* - Utilities & You
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Creative Challenges
- Provide readers with relevant, 
timely, and accurate information on a 
variety of topics after the publication 
was on hold for six months.

- Bring equitable representation into 
art.

- Consistency - new designer 
unfamiliar with the publication

- Represent the fall season without 
being gloomy or cliché. 9
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Solutions

- Led with a relevant story about the utility’s COVID-19 response and 
new tools to help as we move forward as a community.

- Ensured People of Color are primarily depicted in art to support stories 
and not in a negative light.

- Used texture on the cover to mimic rain for autumn but with bold color.


